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WWeeeekk 2299::
CCeellllss 110011
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DDaayy oonnee
Today, you and your child will:

1. Read the text
2. review the text with your child
3. complete the student worksheets
4. find the materials you will need for days two and three

During your review, The following list will
give you the most important parts of your

child’s reading for this week.

All organisms are composed of cells, the fundamental unit of life.
Most organisms are made of single cells called prokaryotic cells or
bacteria. Some organisms, including humans, are multicellular and are
called eukaryotic cells.

All cells contain a membrane, Cytoplasm and Dna; however, only
eukaryotic cells contain organelles, which are specialized structures
within the cell that perform a unique task.

Cells carry on the many functions needed to sustain life. They grow
and divide, thereby producing more cells. This requires that they take in
nutrients, which they use to provide energy for the work that cells do
and to make the materials that a cell or an organism needs.
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Definitions:

prokaryotic
“pro-carry-ot-ik”; cells or organisms

that belong to the Kingdoms
Archaebacteria or Eubacteria

Eukaryotic
“u-carry-ot-ik”; cells or organisms that
belong to the Kingdoms Animal, Plant,

Protist or Fungi

membrane a covering that surrounds the cell and
protects it

dna

a group of chemicals that contain all
of the instructions for making all the
structures and materials the organism

needs to survive

cytoplasm “sight-o-plaz-m”; a gooey fluid that fills
up the inside of a cell

Organelles “or-ga-nells”; small structures inside
of cells that have a specific job

Sample Questions to ask after your child
finishes their reading for day one:

How are prokaryotic cells and eukaryotic cells alike?
They both use food, grow, reproduce, react to changes in the environment

and “breathe”. They also contain dna, cytoplasm and a cell membrane.

What kingdoms would you find organisms that have
prokaryotic cells?

Kingdoms archaebacteria and eubacteria

What kingdoms contain organisms made up of cells that do
not have organelles?

Kingdoms archaebacteria and eubacteria
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AAnnsswweerrss ttoo wwoorrkksshheeeett qquueessttiioonnss ffoorr
wweeeekk 2299::

Page One:
ACROSS:
1. prokaryotic
5. organelles

Down:
2. cytoplasm
3. dna
4. membrane
6. eukaryotic

Page Two:
3 - prokaryotic
2 - Eukaryotic
1 - membrane
4 - dna
6 - cytoplasm
5 – Organelles

Page Three:

1. A
2. B
3. A
4. C
5. B
6. b
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DDaayy ttwwoo
Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2. run the activity: “the incredible edible cell”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

Most pictures of cells give the illusion that these small structures do
not have any thickness to them. This is not true.

Plant, animal and bacterial cells are three dimensional structures.
Modeling this fact can help a child understand the abstract vision of
the workings of a cell.
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The incredible edible cell
Children will model a 3d cell.

Materials:
Package of flavored gelatin (light-colored flavors work best)
Knox gelatin
Plastic cup/container to hold the gelatin
Various edible candies to represent organelles (i.e. fruit roll ups, cake
sprinkles, hot tamales, chocolate covered raisins, gumball, etc.)
Plate
Knife
spoon

Activity:
Follow the directions on the box to make the gelatin. Pour the liquid
into the plastic container and allow it to set up until it is firm.

Remove the gelatin from the plastic container...you may need a knife
to cut away the sides of it first!

Cut the gelatin in half and place both halves onto the plate.

Use the spoon to dig out a small area to insert your edible candies
(organelles).

Place the other half of the “cell” on top of your “organelles”.

Explanation:
It is difficult for some children to imagine what a cell looks like.
Spend some time showing your child how all of the “organelles” inside
their cell are spread out. This is very similar to a real cell; however,
the gel that holds all of the organelles in a real cell is not as firm (it
actually is closer to the consistency of syrup). In the next three
weeks, your child will be exploring each of these organelles in more
detail. Refer back to this activity during this unit.

Enjoy your tasty treat! Dig in!!!
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DDaayy tthhrreeee

Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2.run the activity: “tea bag diffusion”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

the warmer an object is, the faster its molecules will move. This
explains why a warmed liquid is changed into a gas which can escape its
container.

Molecules can move through gas, solids and liquids.

Molecules that are moving faster have a better chance of entering a
cell membrane than those which are moving slower.
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Esp activity: Tea bag diffusion
Tea bags are used to demonstrate the importance of heat around a
cell membrane.

Materials:
Tea bags
Paper towels
Water
Container to water
Measuring tape

Activity:
Heat 2 cups of water to a boil.

Fold a paper towel into fourths.

Place the tea bag into the hot water for 15 seconds. Remove tea bag
from the water and place it onto the center of a paper towel for 15
seconds.

Remove tea bag and record the diameter of the water stain remaining
on the paper towel.

Use room temperature water and ice cold water for experimentation.

Explanation:
Temperature affects the rate of diffusion through a cell membrane the
same way it does through a tea bag. The size of the water stain should
be noticeably greater with the warmer water. The addition of heat to
the tea bag causes its molecules to move much faster than at room
temperature. This energy is more readily released in a shorter period
of time than a tea bag filled with room temperature or cold water.

Independent variable: temperature of the water
dependent variable: size of the water stain
hypothesis:
If the TEMPERATURE OF THE WATER is (increased/decreased), then SIZE OF

THE WATER STAIN will (increase/decrease).
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WWeeeekk 3300::
OOrrggaanneelllleess PPaarrtt II
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DDaayy oonnee
Today, you and your child will:

1. Read the text
2. review the text with your child
3. complete the student worksheets
4. find the materials you will need for days two and three

During your review, The following list will
give you the most important parts of your

child’s reading for this week.

Cells have organelles that perform specific tasks within the cell. Every
cell is surrounded by a membrane that separates it from the outside
world. Inside the cell is a concentrated mixture of thousands of
different molecules which form a variety of specialized structures that
carry out such cell functions as energy production (mitochondria),
transport of protein (“Er”), synthesis of new chemical messengers
(ribosomes), and the storage of DNa.
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Definitions:

Nucleus
“new-klee-us”; the largest organelle

in a plant or animal cell; contains the
Dna

Ribosomes “ri-bow-so-m”; make protein for the
cell

Er quickly sends protein messages to
organelles

Rna “messages” sent by DNA that are read
by ribosomes

Mitochondria
“might-o-con-dree-on”; an organelle

that takes nutrients from plants and
animals and changes it into energy

for the cell

Sample Questions to ask after your child
finishes their reading for day one:

What is the most important job of the nucleus?
The most important job of the nucleus is to hold onto the dna.

Does dna make protein for the cell?
Not really. It sends out “orders” to the ribosomes so they can make

proteins.

What is the gooey fluid that contains all of a cell’s
organelles?

The gooey fluid is cytoplasm.

Why is it so important that you eat a lot of protein in your
food?
Protein is digested by your body and recycled to make new protein for your

cells.
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AAnnsswweerrss ttoo wwoorrkksshheeeett qquueessttiioonnss ffoorr
wweeeekk 3300::

Page One:
Nucleus
Er
Mitochondria
Ribosomes

Page Two:
4 – nucleus
1 – ribosomes
2 – er
3 - mitochondria

Page Three:
““CCoolloorr tthhee aanniimmaall cceellll......””
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DDaayy ttwwoo
Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2. run the activity: “the hidden code of cells”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

Dna inside the nucleus of a cell sends out “orders” to ribosomes within
the cytoplasm to make specific proteins.

These “orders” are actually small copies of the DNA itself which are
made in the nucleus and then sent through the cytoplasm. These
copies act as blueprints for making specific proteins. The ribosomes
“read” these copies and decode the blueprints to make specific proteins
that will be needed by the cell.
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The hidden code of cells
Children will explore how dna sends orders through a special
code.

Materials:
Popsicle sticks/glue or gumdrops/toothpicks or clay/toothpicks
or some kind of construction toys
Hidden code chart and secret code (see attached)

Activity:
Inform the child that the dna inside the nucleus of a cell sends out
messages that are “de-coded” by ribosomes. The code that dna uses is
very good; however, sometimes mistakes are made that can be good,
bad or not important to the cell.

In this activity, the child will be playing the part of a ribosome,
de-coding a message from the Dna. It is up to the child to follow the
instructions the dna is asking them to do! You may give them a hint...

The child is going to be building something!

Provide the child with the “hidden code chart”. The “secret code”
can be found on the following page.

Once the child de-codes the message, provide them with the
necessary materials to build their object.

For the parents: the object that is to be built is a cube with a
four-sided “roof”.
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Explanation:
When the child has finished building their home, inform them:

The coded message was the dna,
The ribosome was the child,

And the protein was the home.

This action takes place every time that DNA needs to send a message to
the organelles in the cell. A coded message is sent out that is read by
the ribosomes. The ribosomes then send the message to the organelles
in the form of protein!
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HHiiddddeenn ccooddee cchhaarrtt
A  N 
B  O 
C  P 
D  Q 
E  R 
F  S 
G  T 
H  U 
I  V 
J  W 
K  X 
L  Y 
M  Z 
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SSeeccrreett ccooddee::






.
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DDaayy tthhrreeee
Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2.run the activity: “cracking open the nucleus”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

Removing dna from cells is the primary job for scientists who study
molecular genetics.

Expensive equipment is not needed to obtain a sample of dna from an
organism.
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Cracking open the nucleus
Children will take the DNA out of a banana.

Materials:
Banana
Salt
Warm water
Blender
Liquid soap
Toothpicks
Strainer
Glass jar
Rubbing alcohol

Activity:
Cut the banana into small pieces.

Place the pieces into a blender. Add a teaspoon of salt and cover the
mixture with warm water.

Mix in the blender for 10 seconds.

Pour the blended mixture through the strainer and collect the liquid in
the glass jar. You should receive a generous amount of liquid!

Add two teaspoons of liquid soap to the liquid and slowly mix it in! Do
not create bubbles while you stir!

Carefully pour an equal amount of rubbing alcohol down the side of
the glass. Allow the mixture to stand for at least five minutes. Do
not mix!!!

Use the toothpick to scoop up the white/milky-looking substance that
is floating in the rubbing alcohol. This substance is your DNA!
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Explanation:
The material your child removed from the banana was the blueprints
for a banana tree to stay alive. The DNA you took from this fruit, at
one time, was contained inside of the plant cell’s nucleus. This is the
material that sent messages throughout the cytoplasm for the
ribosomes to read and make protein.

Why liquid soap? The cell membrane and nuclear membrane of any
plant is made up of fats called lipids. We use soap everyday (hopefully)
to break apart things like dirt and grime. But soap also breaks apart
oils and fats too. So, all of those lipids that are used to protect the
cell in its membrane cannot stay together when you put a lot of soap
on them! The soap actually breaks apart the membranes of the cell,
without hurting the organelles inside! Cool, huh?!?!
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WWeeeekk 3311::
OOrrggaanneelllleess ppaarrtt IIII
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DDaayy oonnee
Today, you and your child will:

1. Read the text
2. review the text with your child
3. complete the student worksheets
4. find the materials you will need for days two and three

During your review, The following list will
give you the most important parts of your

child’s reading for this week.

Cells have storage areas, called vacuoles, where extra water and
nutrients can be found. In addition, other organelles, known as golgi
bodies, package chemical messengers to be sent outside the cell
membrane to other cells. special organelles called lysosomes remove
waste from inside the cell.

Plant cells contain chloroplasts, the site of photosynthesis. Plants use
solar energy to combine carbon dioxide and water into food they can
use. This process of photosynthesis provides a vital connection between
the sun and the energy needs of living systems.
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Definitions:
lysosome “lie-so-so-m”; and organelle that gets

rid of the waste inside a cell

golgi body an organelle that wraps up proteins
into a bundle inside a cell

vacuole an organelle that stores extra
water and nutrients

cell wall a stiff structure that surrounds a
plant cell and protects it from harm

chloroplast special organelles that contain
chlorophyll

chlorphyll
“klor-o-fill”; an organelle found

inside chloroplasts that uses
sunlight to make food for the cell

Sample Questions to ask after your child
finishes their reading for day one:

What are two organelles you would never find in an animal
cell?

Cell wall and cholorplasts

What organelle is very important in sending messages to
other cells? what does this organelle do?
Golgi body; this organelle wraps up messages to be sent to other cells and

ships them out of the membrane.

What is the difference between the golgi body and the “er”?
Although both of these organelles move protein messages for the cell, the

“er” sends messages within the cell only. The golgi body sends proten
messages outside of the cell.
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AAnnsswweerrss ttoo wwoorrkksshheeeett qquueessttiioonnss ffoorr
wweeeekk 3311::

Page One:
golgi body - an organelle that wraps up proteins into a bundle inside

a cell
chlorophyll - an organelle found inside chloroplasts that uses

sunlight to make food for the cell
vacuole - an organelle that stores extra water and nutrients
chloroplast - special organelles that contain chlorophyll
cell wall - a stiff structure that surrounds a plant cell and protects it

from harm
lysosome - an organelle that gets rid of the waste inside a cell

Page Two:
2 - lysosome
4 - golgi body
1 - vacuole
6 - cell wall
3 - chloroplast
5 – chlorophyll

Page Three:
“color the plant cell...”
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DDaayy ttwwoo
Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2. run the activity: “who turned out the lights”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

the chloroplasts within plant cells contain a green chemical called
chlorophyll which is used to make food for itself through a process
called photosynthesis.

When the chloroplasts are blocked from a light source, their cells
cannot produce food for themselves and they will perish.
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Who turned out the lights?
Children will change the patterns of a plant’s light source.

Materials:
Small shrub, tree or houseplant
Aluminum foil or Cardboard
Paperclips
scissors

Activity:
Find a plant you can use for an experiment.

Cut out random shapes out of the cardboard or aluminum foil that are
big enough to cover nearly half of the plant leaf.

Paperclip each shape onto a different leaf.

Have the child predict what will happen to the leaf with these shapes on
them.

After three-four days, remove the shapes from the leaves and compare
the covered areas with the non-covered areas. Where the child’s
predictions correct?

Explanation:
Green plants have the ability to make their own food in a process
called photosynthesis. When light strikes the plant leaves, a green
pigment called chlorophyll (which is found inside of the chloroplasts)
starts making food for the plant.

Blocking the sunlight from a plant’s leaves will keep the cells in these
areas from making food. Without food, the cells will die. This is what
you probably witnessed underneath the shapes attached to the leaves.
The color change is due to the huge numbers of dead cells that could
not get the resources they need to survive!
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DDaayy tthhrreeee

Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2.run the activity: “raising and lowering your vitamin c”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

The protective peel surrounding an orange is similar to the protective
wall that is found surrounding a plant cell.

Both an orange peel and a cell wall allows water and nutrients to
enter and leave the structure.
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Esp activity: Raising and Lowering your Vitamin C
Students will identify how an orange can float and sink in water.

Materials:
Several oranges (other citrus fruit will do as well)
Container of water (large enough to hold the orange)
Knife (optional)

Activity:
Place an orange into the container of water. Record whether it sinks
or floats.

Remove a portion of the skin from the orange.

Place the orange into the water and record whether it sinks or floats.

For experimentation, remove more of the peel and test the orange’s
ability to sink or float.

Explanation:
An orange is more buoyant as its skin provides a water-tight boundary
between the orange and the water. The inside of the orange (which is
mostly a mixture of sugary, pulp-filled water) is more dense than the
water in the container. Without it’s skin to act as a life-preserver, it
sinks to the bottom.

This outer protection is similar to how a cell wall protects the inside
of a plant cell. Every orange has a stem on its top. This is where the
nutrients from an orange tree can be sent into the orange itself! A
cell wall has many similar openings, allowing materials into and out
of, the cell!

Independent variable: Amount of skin on the orange
Dependent variable: Ability of the orange to float
Hypothesis:

If the AMOUNT OF SKIN ON THE ORANGE is (increased/decreased), then
the ABILITY OF THE ORANGE TO FLOAT will (increase/decrease).
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WWeeeekk 3322::
BBaacctteerriiaall cceellllss
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DDaayy oonnee
Today, you and your child will:

1. Read the text
2. review the text with your child
3. complete the student worksheets
4. find the materials you will need for days two and three

During your review, The following list will
give you the most important parts of your

child’s reading for this week.

Prokaryotic/bacterial cells require nutrients and water in order to
survive. However, these organisms do not contain organelles to help
with this task. Therefore, some bacteria use flagella to move them
towards these resources while others make their own food through
photosynthesis. In addition, bacterial cells protect themselves, much
like plant cells, with the use of a cell wall.
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There are no new definitions for this chapter. It is
intended to be a review of the cell organelles and a
brief background into the structure of a bacterial

cell.

Sample Questions to ask after your child
finishes their reading for day one:

What are some ways that bacteria can get the nutrients they
need to survive?

Some bacteria can move towards a food source through the use of a
flagella. Other bacteria can make their own with the help of chloroplasts.

Which kinds of cells have a cell wall to protect them?
Plant cells and bacteria have cell walls

What is the main difference between bacterial cells and all
other kinds of cells?

Bacterial cells do not contain organelles. This is not the case for all
other kinds of cells.
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AAnnsswweerrss ttoo wwoorrkksshheeeett qquueessttiioonnss ffoorr
wweeeekk 3322::

Page One:
A flagella is a long whip-like tail that helps to push the
bacteria through a liquid.

Page Two:

Plant
cell

Animal
cell

BACTERIAL
CELL

CELL PARTS

dNA YES YES YES
CELL MEMBRANE YES YES YES

CYTOPLASM YES YES YES

Nucleus YES YES NO
ribosomes YES YES NO

“er” YES YES NO
MITOCHONDRIA YES YES NO

LYSOSOME YES YES NO
GOLGI BODY YES YES NO

VACUOLE YES YES NO

CELL WALL YES NO YES
CHlORoPLAST YES NO no
chlorophyll Yes No Some do
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Unit eight review
Answer key

Match the words in the first column to the best available answer in the
second column.

3 - mitochondria
5 - er
6 - vacuole
1 - nucleus
4- Golgi body
2 - lysosome

Fill in the missling boxes with “yes” or “no”.

Plant cell Animal cell BACTERIAL CELL
CELL PARTS

dNA YES YES YES
CELL MEMBRANE YES YES YES

CYTOPLASM YES YES YES
Nucleus YES YES NO

CHOLORPLAST YES NO no
CELL WALL YES NO YES

be certain to go over your definitions for the test!!!
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DDaayy ttwwoo
Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2. run the activity: “cell mobile”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

The use of analogies is an effective way for children to identify the
functions of cellular organelles.

The relationship between the organelles is the most important part of
learning about these structures. In fact, non of these structures can
survive without all of them working together!
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cell mobile
Children will review the functions of cell organelles through the
construction of a 3d mobile.

Materials:
Cardboard sheet (5”x36”)
Fishing line
Duct tape
scissors
Several different items chosen by the child
Organelle review sheet (see attached)

Activity:
Bend the cardboard sheet around and overlap the ends by three to
four inches. Duct tape these ends together to form a large hoop of
cardboard. Poke a hole in the top of the hoop and attach a long piece
of fishing line to the structure so that it can be hung from a sturdy
structure. Do not hang it up at this time!!!

Use the attached sheet to review the organelles they have been
studying. The child will need to find small objects that can fit into
their “hoop” that may have similar functions. For example:

“ER” - toy car
the toy car moves people around like the “Er” moves

protein around

mitochondria - candy bar
the candy bar gives us energy just like the

mitochondra gives energy to the cell

once the child finds all the materials for each of the following
organelles, they can start attaching them to the fishing line. The
fishing line is then attached to the top of the cardboard loop with
duct tape.

The mobile can then be hung from a stable structure so that the
smaller objects are all contained within the cardboard hoop (“cell
membrane”)
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OOrrggaanneellllee rreevviieeww sshheeeett
Organelle Function Object chosen

Nucleus Protects the dna

Ribosomes
Makes proteins for

the cell

“Er”
Sends protein

messages to the
organelles

Mitochondria
Makes energy for the

cell

Lysosome Gets rid of wastes

Golgi body
Wraps up proteins for

the cell

Vacuole
Stores extra water

and nutrients

Chlorophyll
Makes food for a

plant cell

flagella
Helps some cells

move

Cell wall Protects a plant cell
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DDaayy tthhrreeee

Today, you and your child will:

1. review day one using the following text
2.run the activity: “a bedtime story”

The following list will give you the most
important items to review for your activity

today!

Children learn by different means and the large amount of
information that exists within this unit requires practice in order to
understand.

A creative writing exercise provides a break from the typical science
activity and allows a child to express themselves in other ways while
still reflecting upon the scientific content.
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A bedtime story...
Children will write a bedtime story about all of the organelles they
have studied so far.

Materials:
Paper and pencil

Activity:
Review the following organelles with your child:

Nucleus vacuole
Ribosomes cell wall

Er chloroplast
Mitochondria chlorophyll

nuclear membrane lysosome
golgi body

Instruct them to use the analogies that have been provided, or make
new ones up, to write a bedtime story.

You may need to provide them a possible beginning to the story such
as...

Once upon a time, there was an evil ruler named nucleus,
who did nothing all day long but demand things be done

for him...

Or...
Once upon a time, there was a happy little candy maker

named chlorophyll who spent all day long making sugary
sweets for his town...
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RReevviieeww ooff aannaallooggiieess ffrroomm
cchhaapptteerrss 2299--3322::

The dna (the boss) wants to send out messages but it cannot

leave its office (the nucleus). So it makes RNA (The message)
and sends it out into the cytoplasm for the ribosomes (the
decoders) to read. The ribosomes read the message (rna)
and make new messages (proteins) that can be read by the

other organelles. These new messages will tell the
organelles what to do and when to do it.

Sometimes, these messages (proteins) are delivered faster by

traveling on the “er” (the highway).

Other times, these proteins are sent outside of the cell after

they are bundled up in the golgi body (packing station).

If any extra protein, nutrients or water is needed to be

stored, it goes into the vacuole (the warehouse).

When there is any waste that the cell makes, it goes to the

lysosome (garbage disposal) to be broken down into
smaller pieces.
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Unit eight test
Match the words in the first column to the best available answer in the
second column.

_____ mitochondria
1. an organelle found inside

chloroplasts that uses sunlight to
make food for the cell

_____ er
2. organisms belonging to the

Kingdoms Archaebacteria or
Eubacteria

_____ membrane
3. body part that acts like a tail to

move bacteria through a liquid

_____ nucleus
4. organelle that sends protein

messages to other organelles

_____ vacuole
5. the largest organelle in a plant

or animal cell; contains the Dna

_____ chlorophyll
6. a covering that surrounds animal

cells

_____ lysosome
7. an organelle that stores extra

water and nutrients

_____ eukaryotic
8. an organelle that turns nutrients

into energy for the cell

_____ flagella
9. an organelle that gets rid of the

waste inside a cell

_____ Cell wall
10. cells or organisms that belong to

any Kingdom except
Archaebacteria and Eubacteria

_____ prokaryotic
11. an organelle that wraps up

proteins into a bundle inside a cell

_____ Golgi body
12. a stiff structure that surrounds

and protects a plant cell
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which one is right? Circle the correct answer.
1. the main difference between prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells is...

a. prokaryotic cells have organelles
b. eukaryotic cells have Dna
c. eukaryotic cells have organelles

2. the difference between the “er” and ribosomes is:
a. “er” makes the proteins that the ribosomes send
b. ribosomes make the proteins that the “er” sends to

other organelles
c. the ribosomes are found inside the nucleus

3. plant cells are protected by:
a. a cell wall
b. a cell membrane
c. a cell wall and a cell membrane

4. cell walls can be found around...
a. bacteria
b. animal and plant cells
c. plant cells and bacteria

5. “the boss” of a cell is the:
a. nucleus
b. dna
c. mitochondria

6. dna sends messages to other cells by the use of:
a. golgi bodies
b. er
c. cytoplasm
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imagine you are the dna inside an animal cell. Tell me how you are
going to send a message to another cell that is far away from you.
Inside your story, you will need to use the following cell parts:

nucleus
ribosome

golgi body
cell membrane
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Unit eight test
Answer key

Matching
8 mitochondria
4 er
6 membrane
5 nucleus
7 vacuole
1 chlorophyll
9 lysosome
10 eukaryotic
3 flagella
12 Cell wall
2 prokaryotic
11 Golgi body

multiple choice

1. c
2. b
3. a
4. c
5. a
6. a

write a story...

answers will vary. However, the child must use the words nucleus,
ribosome, golgi body and cell membrane within their description of
how they (as a nucleus) will be sending a message to another cell.


